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does someone call dico (or dico disc) when they have something to say and do a stoppo when they have nothing to say? I have often heard
people say that if you have something to say (dico) and do nothing (stoppo) other than say that, then you have said enough (tanto). Why is
this the case, and why are they not supposed to talk if they have nothing to say and not stop until they say enough? What would happen if I
were to say that I have nothing to say and then stop? If a person has something to say, why would he or she want to tell me? If a person has

nothing to say, why would he or she want to stop talking? I am asking for an analysis of the Italian language, and in particular of the
informal language and colloquial speech. A: You have to consider the social context to understand what's going on. If you say something
like Dico: Sto cercando una porta to an Italian native, he would not think that what you say is important (and this is probably true). The

sentence is not even full of anything special in terms of grammar or what it says. You just said that you were looking for a door. But if you
ask someone else what you said, they might think that your statement is pretty important because they were not aware of what you said.

Similarly, if someone says something like Dico disc to an Italian native, it is not even a complete sentence and it probably makes no sense
to him. If he says the same to an interlocutor, he might say something like: Puoi dire un po'? which means "Could you say something?",

usually he just asks that because he is talking to someone he has to ask and he is wondering what he can say next. Your example is
something completely different: you just stopped talking and asked a question and you probably did so because you expect an answer. Here

the grammatical point is to have a full sentence when you say something. You can still say something like Dico cosa stai cercando
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